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Besançon, September 25, 2018.

FLEXIO BRINGS DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
TO THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
French start-up, Flexio, provider of smart industry software solutions, continues its growth.
After completing its first round of seed funding in December 2017, the company has signed several POCs
(Proof of Concept) with key accounts.
Founded in 2016, the SaaS software company enables its customers to compose their
own business applications. This allow them to digitize, in the space of a few days
instead of several months, all their maintenance, quality, production and HSE processes.

Data collection & processing made easy
The software solution offered is based on a web platform powered by an
ecosystem to connect all users apps & software, aggregating all types of
data. In addition, Flexio has designed a digital toolbox: dashboards, mobile
application, connected objects (iot), to facilitate data collection & processing.
The main idea is to simplify the execution of the most time-consuming
processes by automating workflows delivering key information in the right
place at the right time.
With this SaaS solution, Flexio aims to put a stop to the significant loss
of time experienced by employees when collecting useful information,
manipulating and filling out manually printed documents or performing
tedious & non-value adding processes. Current customers gained in
productivity gain by 20% to 50% for each business process they handled
with Flexio.
The start-up, based in Besançon, France, currently works with around fifteen
customers including Michelin, EDF, Keolis for key accounts.
but also supports French SMEs and ETI in their digital transformation.

Industrial sectors
.. transports,
.. automotive,
.. construction,
.. building maintenance,
.. energy etc.

What’s next for Flexio?
Flexio aims to win a greater market share in France and extend its unique
solution by collaborating with its customers to develop new features. The
company also plans to grow its team and reach a dozen of employees by the
end of the year. Two new members joined the team last September.
To continue its growth, Flexio intends to establish abroad starting with
Europe and North America.

«We

Key facts
CEO : Julien Brugger
Founded : 2016
HQ : Besançon
Activity : Software solution to help

industrial companies succeed in
their digital transformation
Team : 8 employees

need to strengthen our team to meet our users requests and sign new
contracts, while focusing on our core commitment: simplifying our
customers work and supporting them in their digital transformation.»

Julien Brugger, Flexio CEO
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